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In this paper, we investigate the phenomenon of object incorporation in Uzbek. This is a 
phenomenon whereby an object nominal integrates into its verbal predicate, yielding a closely 
associated verbal unit (e.g. Mithun 1984; Baker 1988; van Geenhoven 1998; Farkas & de Swart 
2003; Dayal 2015). Different types of incorporation are attested cross-linguistically, including 
what we may call true incorporation (TI) and pseudo-incorporation (PI) (Massam 2001, 2017; 
Espinal & McNally 2011; Borik & Gehrke 2015; Dayal, 2015).Under TI, the verb and the noun 
form a single lexical, morphological or syntactic unit in which the noun has little syntactic freedom 
and is not visible to a range of syntactic operations: it cannot move outside the position that is 
adjacent to the verb, does not receive case, is typically not modified directly and limited to the 
head level N0. In PI, the object is more autonomous syntactically but exhibits semantic properties 
that are associated with incorporation and make the object-verb relation particularly tight on the 
level of meaning. For instance, such objects are scopally inert, number neutral, non-specific, do 
not always license discourse anaphora and, in combination with the verb, denote a name-worthy 
activity. Although phrasal (often NPs rather than N0s), they exhibit restricted morpho-syntax. 

The question of whether object incorporation in Turkic languages is TI or PI is subject to 
an on-going debate (e.g. Kornfilt 2003, Öztürk 2005 for Turkish; Baker 2014 for Sakha, Lyutikova 
& Pereltsvaig 2015 for Tatar). We contribute to the discussion by (a) analyzing Uzbek data, which 
has not yet been investigated in this context to the best of our knowledge, and (b) arguing that the 
same language may exhibit both TI and PI, depending on the nature of the verb involved. 
Specifically, we argue that in Uzbek, TI is observed only with light verbs, whereas with the other 
verbs, referred to below as standard, PI is involved. By light verbs we refer to such verbs as qil- 
and et- (‘do, make’), ol- (‘take’) or ber-(‘give’), as well as to verbs whose semantic context is 
bleached in certain types of expressions, e.g. qõl qõy- (lit. ‘hand-put’- ‘sign’), quloq sol- (lit. ‘ear-
put’ – ‘listen’) (Grimshaw & Mester, 1988; Miyamoto, 2000; Karimi-Doostan, 2005). 

Uzbek singular objects, on which we concentrate in this paper, can appear either with or 
without an indefinite article (bir or bitta, cf. von Heusinger & Klein, 2012) and either with or 
without accusative marking (Guntsetseg et al. 2008). We argue that bare objects, i.e., the ones that 
lack both an article and an overt case suffix, are incorporated. TI with a light verb is illustrated in 
(1a) and PI with a standard verb, in (1b). 
(1)  a.  Anvar mashq   qildi.  b.  Anvar kitob õqidi 

  Anvar exercise did.3SG  Anvar book read.3SG 
  ‘Anvar did (an) exercise(s)’   ‘Anvar read (a) book(s)’  

Semantics. We begin by showing that objects in both types of sentences exhibit semantico-
pragmatic properties characteristic of incorporation. First, they are number neutral. Despite the 
singular morphological number, their denotation includes both single entities and pluralities of 
objects. For instance, (1a) leaves it unspecified whether one or more exercises were done and (1b) 
is uninformative as to whether one or more books were read. Second, the objects obligatorily 
receive narrow scope interpretation. For instance, (2a) cannot mean that there is a particular dress 
that Madina did not wear; rather, it entails that she did not wear any dresses.  
(2) a. Madina kõylak kiy-ma-di   b. Madina javob   ber-ma-di  

 Madina dress put-NEG-PST.3SG   Madina answer give-NEG-PST.3SG 
 ‘Madina did not put on (any) dress(es)’  ‘Madina did not give (any) answer(s)’  
In addition, incorporated verbal units tend to denote name-worthy, i.e., recognizable, culturally 
familiar or habitual activities (Mithun, 1984; Dayal, 2015). For instance, a PI construction kitob 
õqi- (‘book-read’) is grammatical, whereas *sõz õqi- (‘word-read’) is an odd combination. 
Moreover, light verbs with bare objects tend to have non-transparent and even idiomatic 
meanings, such as yõl qõy- (lit. ‘road-leave’ – ‘allow’), kõz yum- (lit. ‘eye-close’- ‘die’). 



Crucially, objects that contain an article and/or the accusative suffix are not number neutral, 
can take wide scope, etc. In other words, the incorporation properties are exhibited by objects with 
restricted morpho-syntax. These nominals cannot contain D-level elements such as articles or 
demonstratives, nor Num-level elements such as numerals or quantifiers, nor case morphology. 
Syntax. Despite the above-mentioned similarity, considerable syntactic differences are observed 
once sentences with light and standard verbs are compared. We argue that with standard verbs, TI 
is not involved. First, the noun can be directly modified, suggesting that the object is a phrase, 
rather than a head (3a). We propose that it constitutes a bare NP. In contrast, with light verbs, 
modification concerns the whole incorporating unit and not the bare nominals itself (3b).  
(3) a. Shirin olma yedim  b.  Uzoq telefon qildim  

 sweet apple ate.1SG   Long  phone   did.1SG 
 ‘I ate (a) sweet apple(s)’  ‘I called for a long time’ (not ‘I made a long call’)  

Second, unlike in Sakha and Tatar, strict adjacency between Uzbek bare objects and standard verbs 
is not required and may be disturbed by an insertion of focus-related elements between the nominal 
and the verb (4a), and by the scrambling of the nominal (4b).  
(4)a. Anvar rasm [F umuman]   chiz-ma-di          b. RASM men emas, Anvar chizdi 

   Anvar picture  whatsoever draw-NEG-PST.3SG Picture I       not     Anvar drew.3SG 
    ‘Anvar did not draw (a) picture(s) whatsoever’. ‘It wasn’t me who drew (a) picture(s), but Anvar.’
 In contrast, bare nominals in light verb constructions have to be adjacent to the V. 
Third, bare objects of standard Vs may appear as stand-alone answers to a ‘wh’-question, whereas 
those of light verbs cannot. Also, only light Vs are compatible with object doubling, suggesting 
that the object does not saturate their internal thematic role (a property of TI but not PI). 

We conclude that Uzbek exhibits two types of object incorporation: TI with light verbs and 
PI with standard verbs. In the former instance, the object is an N0 head which combines with the 
V either in the lexicon or via head movement in syntax. It does not project its own phrase; rather, 
the N-V string is treated by the syntax as a V head. In contrast, with standard verbs, PI is involved. 
The object is a NP which is merged in the complement position and combines with the V to form 
a VP. Semantically, we follow Chung and Ladusaw’s (2004) approach, whereby a property-
denoting bare nominal and the verbal predicate are seen as combined via the RESTRICT function,  
i.e., a mode of semantic composition which restricts the verb argument by the meaning of the 
nominal. This is shown in (2a), where the combination of the two meanings yields a predicate wear 
restricted to dresses:  RESTRICT (λyλx [wear’(y)(x), dress’) = λyλx [wear’(y)(x) ˄ dress’(y)] 
The existence of two types of incorporation in Uzbek is supported by the following case contrast: 
(5)  a. Madina Anvar-ni/ *-ga    mashq    qil-dir-di 

  Madina Anvar-ACC/*-DAT exercise  do-CAUS-PST.3SG 
  ‘Madina made Anvar do (an) exercise(s)’ 
 b.  Madina Anvar-ga/ *-ni     olma  ye-dir-di 
  Madina Anvar-DAT/*-ACC apple eat-CAUS-PST.3SG 

  ‘Madina made Anvar eat (an) apple(s)’ 
In the causative construction, the ‘causee’ can appear in the accusative case in (5a), which contains 
a light verb, but not in (5b) with a standard verb. This, we propose, results from the fact that the 
abstract accusative feature is absorbed by the object of a standard V but not of a light one. This, in 
turn, is due to the fact that the object of a standard V constitutes a NP that is visible for such 
syntactic operations as case-checking. (Even if the -ni suffix is absent, abstract case is checked.) 


